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(This chapter last modified on 4/13/98)

Background

The Data Exchange Service (DES) is a World Wide Web (WWW) server installation.
DES operates as an intermediate data queue which facilitates the exchange of Direct
Access (DA) requests and data as well as Core Gas Aggregation requests between PG&E
and ESPs or CTAs across the Internet.  Currently, the types data  transmitted through
DES include CTA-initiated Gas Aggregation Service Requests (GASRs), ESP-initiated
Direct Access Service Requests (DASRs, electricity commodity metering and billing data,
as well as PG&E-initiated DASR transactions such as confirmations, rejections, pending
memos, and acceptances.

Data is transmitted via DES in the form of electronic files which conform to established
California Metering Exchange Protocol (CMEP) rules.  Once electronic data exchange
standards organizations catch up with energy industry restructuring changes, CMEP may
be replaced with an international data format.  For more information on CMEP, please
consult the California Metering Exchange Protocol link which can be found on the index
page of the DES Website at http://mads.pge.com.

DES handles the user authentication, file directory organization, and security
administration activities.  The functional components of DES were developed as a Web
server Common Gateway Interface (CGI) program written in C.  This architecture allows
DES to have the greatest possible portability between a variety of operating systems and
Web server types.
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DES Data Retrieval Methods

For flexibility and long term applicability, DES is designed to be insensitive to the format
of data transferred through the service.  Content of the files is not monitored by DES.
The unit of data transfer is electronic file.

DES supports two (2) different mechanisms for data retrieval:

1. Browser Mode Data Retrieval (For ESPs only):  This method utilizes a Web
browser interface for data retrieval and submission through non-dedicated desktop
PC systems.  The interface gives ESPs the ability to input DASRs, one at a time
while connected to the Internet via the ESP’s Web browser.

2. Direct Mode Data Retrieval (For ESPs and CTAs):  This method facilitates the
automated transfer of data files between DES and the ESP’s computer systems.  This
mechanism utilizes two (2) applications: http_put.exe (for uploading data) and
http_get.exe (for downloading data).  Both http_put.exe and http_get.exe can be
downloaded from the DES Website.

Testing Requirements

Use of the CMEP protocol and data transmission via DES requires that the ESP/CTA
develop and test a methodology for the creation and interpretation of valid CMEP.
Examples of valid and invalid files are available on the DES Website.  All ESPs/CTAs
that interface with PG&E with respect to DA or Core Gas Aggregation will need to
develop a system for the generation and processing of data they enter and receive from
DES.  Additionally, ESPs who plan to offer Consolidated UDC billing will need to test
the electronic transmission of their rates using CMEP protocol.  ESPs who plan to offer
Consolidated ESP billing will need to initiate EDI testing.  EDI testing procedures can be
obtained by contacting Tom Elder, EDI Implementation, at 415-973-5119.

All ESPs/CTAs should test electronic data transfer through DES well in advance of
submitting their initial DASRs/GASRs.  A successful test of the DES interface includes
the following:

1. Test and verify the ability to connect to the DES directory using a provided user ID
and password.

2. Test and verify the ability to upload and download test data files to and from DES
which includes:

• DASRs or GASRs

• Meter read information (ESPs only)

• Billing rate submissions and billing data download (ESPs only)
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3. Test and verify the complete system.  The system will accept a test DASR submitted
for a customer selected from a test database and provide acknowledgment followed
by processing and acceptance of the customer switch to DA.

DES Resources

Questions regarding CMEP of systems implementation requirements related to DES
should be directed to the PG&E DES administrators indicated below.

NAME DES AREA PHONE EMAIL

LYNN

MCELHATTON

USER ACCESS CONTROL

AND DES
ADMINISTRATOR

415-973-8080 LDMJ@PGE.COM

GARY WESCOM TECHNICAL SUPPORT 805-595-6348 GRW1@PGE.COM

ESPs can also find the information on the topics described below through links on the
DES Website index page.

• Checklist for submitting DASRs

• Frequently asked questions

• California Metering Exchange Protocol (CMEP), version 1.10

• CMEP transaction map (includes PG&E required fields)

• Transaction comment codes

• Glossary of terms used within the DES Website

• Troubleshooting guide

• Setting up NT Server and IIS for Internet operation

• Setting up Secure Socket Layer (SSL) in IIS
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